Town of Provincetown
260 Commercial Street
Provincetown, MA 02657

Board of Health
Telephone (508) 487-7020
Fax (508) 487-7040

PUBLIC MEETING
NOTE: THIS IS A REMOTE PARTICIPATION MEETING
Pursuant to Governor Baker’s March 12, 2020 Order Suspending Certain Provisions of the Open Meeting
Law, G.L. c. 30A, §18, and the Governor’s March 23, 2020 Order imposing strict limitation on the
number of people that may gather in one place, and Chapter 53 of the Acts of 2020, this meeting of the
Provincetown Board of Health will be conducted via remote participation to the greatest extent possible.
Specific information and the general guidelines for remote participation by members of the public and/or
parties with a right and/or requirement to attend this meeting can be found on the Provincetown website,
at https://www.provincetown-ma.gov/. For this meeting, members of the public who wish to watch/listen
and participate in the meeting may do so in the following manner:
1. Watch on The Community Channel 99 and PTV GOV Channel 18, as well as an online livestream of
PTV GOV at http://www.provincetowntv.org/watch.html
2. To participate in this meeting, dial (833) 579-7589. When prompted, enter the following conference
number: 565 859 358# Please do not speak until the chair or the meeting moderator asks for public
comments or questions. If possible, please mute your phone until you are called upon to speak.
No in-person attendance of members of the public will be permitted, but every effort will be made to
ensure that the public can adequately access the proceedings in real time, via technological means. In the
event that we are unable to do so, despite best efforts, we will post on the Provincetown website an audio
or video recording or other comprehensive record of proceedings as soon as possible after the meeting.

The Provincetown Board of Health will hold a public meeting on Thursday, November 19,
2020 at 4 p.m. in the Judge Welsh Room at Provincetown Town Hall, 260 Commercial
Street, Provincetown, MA.

AGENDA
I. Public Comments
II. New Business (Votes may be taken on any item)
a. 124 Commercial Street, Appeal Health Agent's determination (BOH
Regulation #625 for bedroom-bathroom ratio), Jonah Swain presenting
b. 32 Point Street, Appeal Health Agent’s determination (BOH Regulation #
625 for bedroom-bathroom ratio), Stacy Kanaga of Coastal Engineering
presenting
c. Administrative Consent Order (ACO): 25-27 Bradford Street
d. Update on COVID-19 efforts
e. Meet Public Health Interns
f. Review Health Budget
III. Old Business (Votes may be taken on any item)
IV. Any other business that shall properly come before the Board (Votes may be taken)

V. Approval of Minutes (Votes may be taken)
VI. Health Department Report (Votes may be taken)
VII. Board Members’ Statements (Votes may be taken)

Posted by the Acting Town Clerk www.provincetown-ma.gov, 11/12/2020, 2:10 pm AR

124 Commercial Street
Appeal Health Agent's determination (BOH
Regulation #625 for bedroom‐bathroom
ratio), 11/16/20 withdrawn by Jonah Swain,
presenting property owners

32 Point Street
Appeal Health Agent’s determination (BOH
Regulation # 625 for bedroom‐bathroom
ratio), Stacy Kanaga of Coastal Engineering
and Ryan Campbell of R. Campbell Design
presenting

Town of Provincetown
260 Commercial Street
Provincetown, MA 02657

Board of Health
Telephone (508) 487‐7020
Fax (508) 487‐7040

AGENDA ACTION REQUEST
Board of Health Meeting Date:

November 19, 2020

Project Location: 32 Point Street
Applicant Name: ERM TRUST 2014, EDMOND R MACRI – TTEE
(Ed Macri and Trevor Mikula)
Representative: Stacy Kanaga, Coastal Engineering and Ryan Campbell, R. Campbell Design,
LLC
Date Requested: 11/5/20
Map & Parcel: 5‐3‐19‐0
Title 5 Variance Request:
Board of Health Variance Request:
Administrative Consent Order Request:

Yes
Yes
Yes

No X
No X
No X

Other: Appeal Health Agent’s determination that a Building Permit application will be subject to
the bedroom definition and number of bathroom regulations.
HEALTH AGENT’S REPORT: Reviewing Health Agent, Lezli Rowell
In a pre‐application virtual review of proposed plans 11/5/20, project representatives Stacy
Kanaga of Coastal Engineering and Ryan Campbell of R. Campbell Design reviewed the existing
conditions are three bedrooms, but the installed septic system design can accommodate up to
five bedrooms on a Growth Management Allocation Permit. The owners have chosen to keep
the three‐bedroom flow with remodeling, and renovate the shed on the property into an artist
studio.
See 648. REGULATIONS REGARDING STUDIOS AND WORKSHOPS [emphasis
added]
Because Provincetown Zoning By‐Laws allows for Artist’s Studios, and 310 CMR
15.000 does not provide septic system flow design criteria for this use, this
regulation promulgates a design flow for Artist’s Studios. All other applicable
sections of 310 CMR 15.000 and 248 CMR 10.000, including the requirement of
diversion of hazardous wastes shall apply to Artist’s Studios.
There is no flow associated with a properly permitted Artist’s Studio. To be
considered an Artist’s Studio that has no effect on the total wastewater design
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flow of the property, the structure shall not have bathing facilities(shower or
tub) indoors or outdoors. Plans to provide an accessory structure with bathing
facilities shall subject the project to all applicable Zoning and Growth
Management By‐Laws and reviews regarding dwellings. In order to receive a
permit from the Health Department for an Artist’s Studio that does not effect
the total wastewater design flow of the property, the structure shall be
referenced in a deed restriction that states that the structure shall not be used
for sleeping purposes and recorded at the Barnstable County Registry of Deeds.
Proof of recording shall be provided to the Health Department prior to the
closure of any Community Development permits.
The proposed building plans for the main structure meet 625. NUMBER OF BATHROOMS with
three bedrooms and three full bathrooms, plus one half‐bath (off den) in the house. However,
another half‐bath is proposed in the artist studio (“powder room” – no bathing facilities) in
keeping with allowance prescribed in BOH regulation number #648 but exceeding the capacity
provided in regulation #625. The Health Agent advised applicants that plans as presented will
result in denial of Building Permit application under Health review in consideration of the
bedroom‐to‐bathroom ratio for existing and new construction, explained appeal rights to the
Board for any plans demonstrating a number of bathrooms above compliance. The applicants
opted to exercise the appeal option and I have attached the cover letter of 11/10/20 outlining
the request, and other materials.
Other notes:
The Board may choose to make one of the following motions, or a motion of their own
choosing:
Uphold the Health Agents’ determination to condition any Building Permit on
compliance with the ratio of one bedroom to one bathing facility regulation, for a
total of 3 full and one half‐bathrooms on the property.
Allow the applicant’s request for the addition of a half‐bath to the artist studio,
subject to deed recording that the structure shall not be used for sleeping purposes
and memorializing the applied design flow of three bedrooms (330 gpd).

BOARD OF HEALTH ACTION
Motion:
Moved:
Seconded:
Vote:
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Town of Provincetown
260 Commercial Street
Provincetown, MA 02657

Department of Health
Telephone (508) 487-7020
Fax (508) 487-7040

MEMORANDUM
TO:
CC:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Scott Fahle, Principal Assessor
Sherry Prada, DPW Operations Director
FILE
Laura Marin, Health Agent
October 31, 2017
32 Point Street, Bedroom Count

On October 30, 2017 I conducted a bedroom count on the premises of 32 Point Street. I found
there to be a total of 3 bedrooms. The property is currently assessed for a total of 2 bedrooms.
Please update your files accordingly.
Please let me know if you have any further questions.

10 November, 2020
Ms. Rowell
Health Agent
Provincetown Health Department
260 Commercial Street
Provincetown, MA. 02657

RE: 32 POINT STREET
Dear Ms. Rowell:
Thank you for your assistance and input during last week’s pre-application meeting for the 32
Point Street project. As discussed, the owners of the property, Edmond Macri & Trevor Mikula,
would like to file an appeal with the Board of Health requesting that an additional powder
room be permitted at the Artist’s Studio. The space in question is located in a free-standing
Accessory Use structure as allowed per 2450.
PROJECT OVERVIEW:
Existing Property: The existing home contains three bedrooms and two baths. Installed via
application and permit BOHDC-18-0639 issued in 22017, a new septic system was installed
with a capacity increase to serve a total of 5 bedrooms on site.
Proposed Project: Under the current application, the owner is seeking to retain the existing
structure on site with an addition to the west and a separate garage and artist’s studio. The
existing three bedrooms will be relocated into the addition, along with three attached baths
and one powder room. Because the artist’s studio is housed in a free-standing accessory use
structure, the owner would like to incorporate a dedicated powder/clean-up room into the
space.

In order to allow space for the building addition and studio, the existing five bedroom septic
system will be reconfigured. As part of this reconfiguration, the capacity of the system will be
reduced to three bedrooms, effectively placing more stringent growth limits to the site than
currently exist.
Ed and Trevor live in Provincetown full time, and Trevor is a well-known local artist who will
utilize the studio as his primary workspace. Especially during the winter months, toilet and
clean-up facilities directly attached to the studio is a very important piece of the building
program. Consideration by yourself and the Board of Health is greatly appreciated.
Attached, please find the building plans, along with existing and proposed site information.
Very kind Regards,

Ryan Campbell
R. Campbell Design LLC
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25‐27A Bradford Street
Administrative Consent Order (ACO)
Request following failed Title 5 septic
inspection report

Town of Provincetown
260 Commercial Street
Provincetown, MA 02657

Board of Health
Telephone (508) 487-7020
Fax (508) 487-7040

AGENDA ACTION REQUEST
Board of Health Meeting Date:
November 19, 2020
Project Location: 25‐27A Bradford Street
Applicant Name: VAN DERECK TRUST, KIMBERLY FURLANO TTEE
Representative: Dan Sabuda and Bernard F. McEneaney, Conservator for Helen Haunstrup
Date Requested: 10/30/20

Map & Parcel:

Title 5 Variance Request:
Board of Health Variance Request:
Administrative Consent Order Request:
Other:

Yes
Yes
Yes

X

6‐4‐126‐0
No X
No X
No

HEALTH AGENT’S REPORT: Reviewing Health Agent, Lezli Rowell
The Health Department received a failed Title 5 Septic Inspection Report (10/8/20) based on
backup of sewage due to overloaded/clogged cesspools; liquid depth less than 6” below invert;
and available volume less than ½ day flow. The property has two existing cesspools which were
pumped in May and September. Repairs of block in poor or broken condition has been made
but both cesspools show minimal signs of proper leaching. The inspector’s office has discussed
“quick fix” options with an installer and proposes replacing the leach pit in the back of #27 and
adding one at #25 as an overflow. These temporary measures would require redoing the water
lines. The property will be assessed by a licensed professional plumber to guide appropriate line
configurations.
According to the sewer team, this section of Bradford Street was not sewered during Phase 2
because there were no interested properties in this section at that time. We would have to do
a sewer extension and install approximately 200‐feet of 10” sewer, install a new sewer
manhole at the top of the hill in front of 25‐27 Bradford Street and install a sewer stub to serve
this property, as well as full width paving, etc. We will likely need more interest from abutting
property owners to make this a viable connection. I think it is best for this property to be
designated an Administrative Consent Order (ACO) and required to make any improvements
necessary to prolong the life of their cesspool.
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The property requires a flow of 1760 gallons for a total of 16 bedrooms, as determined by staff
walk‐through and inspection of all units on this residential property. The Board may make one
of the following motions, or a motion of their own choosing:
Motion: Move that 25‐27A Bradford Street be subject to an Administrative Consent
Order (ACO) for all units on the property, with the stipulation that the “quick fix”
system be inspected annually with all improvements or repairs recommended by
inspector.
Motion: Move that the property at 25‐27A Bradford Street is ordered to design a
septic upgrade.
BOARD OF HEALTH ACTION
Motion:
Moved:
Seconded:
Vote:
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25‐27 Bradford Street: Van Dereck Trust, Rentals (Employee Housing) FLOW REVIEW
Unit of
Type of
Flow
Assessors Card Use: Residential
Measure
Quantity Gallons
(GPD)
Unit 25A
1 of 7: Bldg 1
Bedrooms
2
110
220
Unit 25B
1 of 7: Bldg 1
Bedrooms
2
110
220
Unit 25F
2 of 7: Bldg 2
Bedrooms
2
110
220
Unit 27C Studio Apartment
3 of 7: Bldg 3
Bedrooms
1
110
110
Tower Unit 27E (Downstairs)
3 of 7: Bldg 3
Bedrooms
1
110
110
Tower Unit 27F (Upstairs) Studio Apt.
3 of 7: Bldg 3
Bedrooms
1
110
110
Unit 27D
4 of 7: Bldg 4
Bedrooms
1
110
110
Unit 27A
5 of 7: Bldg 5
Bedrooms
2
110
220
Unit 27B Studio Apt.
5 of 7: Bldg 5
Bedrooms
1
110
110
Unit 25E
6 of 7: Bldg 6
Bedrooms
1
110
110
Unit 25C
7 of 7: Bldg 7
Bedrooms
1
110
110
Unit 25D Studio Apt.
7 of 7: Bldg 7
Bedrooms
1
110
110
TOTAL
16
1760

Prepared by L. Rowell
10/30/2020
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Update on COVID‐19
Efforts
Morgan Clark, Health Director

Meet the Public Health
Interns
Morgan Clark, Health Director

Review Health Budget
Morgan Clark, Health Director

Old Business
Any Other Business

Approval of Minutes
September 17, 2020

Town of Provincetown
September 17th, 2020

PUBLIC MEETING
NOTE: THIS IS A REMOTE PARTICIPATION MEETING
Pursuant to Governor Baker’s March 12, 2020 Order Suspending Certain Provisions of the Open Meeting Law,
G.L. c. 30A, §18, and the Governor’s March 23, 2020 Order imposing strict limitation on the number of people
that may gather in one place, and Chapter 53 of the Acts of 2020, this meeting of the Provincetown Board of
Health will be conducted via remote participation to the greatest extent possible. Specific information and the
general guidelines for remote participation by members of the public and/or parties with a right and/or requirement to attend this meeting can be found on the Provincetown website, at https://www.provincetown-ma.gov/.
For this meeting, members of the public who wish to watch/listen and participate in the meeting may do so in
the following manner:
1. Watch on The Community Channel 99 and PTV GOV Channel 18, as well as an online livestream of PTV
GOV at http://www.provincetowntv.org/watch.html
2. To participate in this meeting, dial (833) 579-7589. When prompted, enter the following conference number: 997 443 168#. Please do not speak until the chair or the meeting moderator asks for public comments
or questions. If possible, please mute your phone until you are called upon to speak.
No in-person attendance of members of the public will be permitted, but every effort will be made to ensure
that the public can adequately access the proceedings in real time, via technological means. In the event that we
are unable to do so, despite best efforts, we will post on the Provincetown website an audio or video recording
or other comprehensive record of proceedings as soon as possible after the meeting.

The Provincetown Board of Health will hold a public meeting on Thursday, September 17,
2020 at 4 p.m. in the Judge Welsh Room at Provincetown Town Hall, 260 Commercial Street,
Provincetown, MA.
Board Members Present: Steve Katsurinis, Chair; Dr. Susan Troyan, Vice Chair; Dr. Janet
Whelan; Dr. Elise Cozzi; Kalliope Chute; Chris Hartley.
Board Members Absent: Irv Morgan
Other attendees: Morgan Clark, Health Director; Lezli Rowell, Health Agent
Ms. Rowell conducts a roll call for quorum.
Steve Katsurinis, Present
Dr. Susan Troyan, Here
Dr. Janet Whelan, Here
Dr. Elise Cozzi, Present
Kalliope Chute, Present
Chris Hartley, Here
Irv Morgan, (no response)
Mr. Katsurinis calls the Board of Health to order at 4:00 p.m.
Ms. Rowell reads the preliminary information to begin the meeting.
I. Public Comments (None)
Board of Health

September 17th, 2020
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II. New Business (Votes may be taken on any item)
a. Appeal of the Health Agent’s flow determination: 18 Prince Street, Mark
Kinnane of Cape Associates presenting
Discussion: Mr. Kinnane describes the bedrooms in this historic home. He talks about the long
history of the families that were raised in the house dating back to 1850. He notes the assessors have
it marked as a three-bedroom home on the property card and requests to keep it at that for the
remodel. He says the current owner and previous owners have been paying taxes based on a threebedroom dwelling for years.
Mr. Katsurinis questions the pass through rooms that do not meet the criteria of a bedroom. Mr.
Kinnane references that those are the existing bedrooms. He says on the proposed plans, there is
some reconfiguration and clarifies all bedrooms will meet the regulations.
Dr. Troyan requests Mr. Kinnane to describe the basement. Mr. Kinnane explains it is a Cape Cod
cellar in the front. He says the proposed addition shows a partial full and a partial not. He describes
the crawl space and the bulkhead.
Ms. Rowell presents the health department report. She explains the walk-through she conducted to
make a flow determination on the existing conditions. She acknowledges that this is a historic home
and when it was constructed, the codes in place were different from the codes the health department
looks for today. Ms. Rowell states it is the board’s discretion and if they would like to assign the
property with a different determination, they are able too. She emphasizes her job was to determine a
flow from the existing conditions and she determined it at two bedrooms.
Mr. Katsurinis wonders when the right time is for the health department to weigh in on a decision
of bedrooms and if they should wait for the construction to move forward. He says they used to
entertain historic bedroom determination but they do not anymore. Ms. Rowell notes there were no
plans on file to show what the existing number of bedrooms were. She also says they has a Title 5
inspection for the health department review of the building permit plans submitted. She says it was a
failed septic that needed to be addressed and for it to be addressed, some sort of flow needed to be
assigned. Since there were no records, she determined in the field that there were two bedrooms for
the existing conditions. She says she saw the proposed plans presented for three bedrooms and as the
health department reviewer, she did not know if that was an appropriate flow, knowing there is a
failed septic in the ground. Mr. Katsurinis, Ms. Clark, and Ms. Rowell have a discussion on the
health department’s role and process to determine the number of legal bedrooms in a situation like
this. Ms. Clark notes that she and Mrs. Rowell are the board’s agents and anyone can appeal their
determination and the board ultimately makes the decision on that appeal.
Ms. Chute wonders why this was not resolved a year ago when the property was for sale and if there
was a Title 5 inspection for the transfer of the property. Ms. Clark responds and says the department
did not receive a Title 5 inspection report and if they did this would come up. Ms. Clark’s
understanding is that this had to of been a cash deal (between seller and buyer) and the owner did not
need to supply a septic inspection report. She notes the enforcers primarily are banks or insurance
companies, so if you forego bank financing, there is nothing to require proof that the house is
habitable, i.e. with a functioning septic system. Ms. Chute notes she is less sympathetic towards the
appeal because this has gone outside the town’s workflow.
Dr. Cozzi questions if the house is occupied at this time. Mr. Kinnane says no and it has not been
because the owner bought with the intention to remodel. He notes that the owner wants to keep it at a
three bedroom because that is what the real estate agent advertised it as, due to the assessor’s card.

Board of Health
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Motion: To table item.
Moved: Dr. Cozzi

Seconded: (None)

Mr. Katsurinis hears no second and that motion dies. He asks for another motion.
Motion: Move to uphold the Agent’s flow determination, requiring two‐bedroom (220
gpd) building plans and resolution to failed septic.
Moved: Dr. Susan Troyan

Seconded: Ms. Chute

Discussion: Mr. Katsurinis states that the health department has given this property a bedroom and
believes this property is a one bedroom but he feels comfortable upholding the determination of the
health agent. He explains how it is not important to figure out how people slept in rooms in the past.
He says bedrooms are designed according to the current law and this is a reconstruction of a home
and it will need to meet those standards.
Mr. Hartley questions the process if they were to request that third bedroom after the renovation
and who makes that judgement? Ms. Clark explains the process on how to grow in Provincetown,
specifically for non-varianced septic systems.
Ms. Chute mentions that this issue has been brought to the board a couple of times over the years
and it is usually when the realtor does not work directly with the health department. She notes how it
is awkward for the board to come to a resolution on the properties where the number of bedrooms
are listed differently on the property card than what the health department determines. Ms. Clark
shares her frustration and explains the health department’s process on their efforts to fix this
problem. She says the properties that make it to the board are the ones where nothing has happened
to require them to interact with the health department.
Mr. Katsurinis asks the board for final questions.
Hearing none, Ms. Rowell conducts a roll call vote.
Steve Katsurinis, Aye
Dr. Susan Troyan, Aye
Dr. Janet Whelan, (no response)
Dr. Elise Cozzi, Aye
Kalliope Chute, Aye
Chris, Hartley, Aye
Irv Morgan, (no response)
Vote carries unanimously.
(Dr. Whelan is present in the meeting but was not able to unmute.)
Mr. Katsurinis asks the board for any objection to take “Old Business” out of order and move it up
on the agenda. Hearing none, the item is moved forward.
III. Old Business (Votes may be taken on any item)
a. Administrative Consent Order (ACO): 18 Prince Street
Discussion: Ms. Rowell explains the two motions she has created for the board to address the failed
septic inspection report, or she says they can make a motion of their own choosing.

Board of Health
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Motion:
Move that 18 Prince Street be subject to an ACO with the condition of annual Title 5 septic inspec
tions, and any repairs determined necessary upon inspections.
Moved: Dr. Susan Troyan

Seconded: Ms. Chute

Ms. Rowell conducts a roll call vote.
Steve Katsurinis, Aye
Dr. Susan Troyan, Aye
Dr. Janet Whelan, Aye
Dr. Elise Cozzi, Aye
Kalliope Chute, Aye
Chris, Hartley, Aye
Irv Morgan, (no response)
Vote carries unanimously.
Mr. Kinnane wonders if they should plan to do the “quick fix” the engineer recommended in his
report and to have it inspected yearly. Ms. Rowell confirms they should and explains the step-bystep process for the installer to pull a permit. She says they will need that permit to move forward
with the building permit and the deed recorded ACO is mandatory.
I. New Business (Votes may be taken on any item)
(continued from earlier on the agenda)
b. Update on COVID-19 efforts waste water treatment plant
Discussion: Ms. Clark gives an update on the wastewater testing from the town at the treatment
plant to track the viral load in the sewer system. She updates the work the Meeting Needs Coalition
is doing to address the community needs during this time and their focus being food security and
mental health/connection. She says a subset from the Meeting Needs group submitted a grant
application to MDAR to support programs that address local food insecurity for the Outer Cape. If
awarded it will go towards indoor tower gardens to grow produce for the Crop Swap at the
Provincetown Library, a fence for the Children’s Garden at the Provincetown Schools and more. Ms.
Clark says the health department seeks affordable and easy ways to test asymptomatic workers for
COVID-19 and they are currently working on setting up a program for the Provincetown and Truro
School staff. She says the local public health intern, Jessica Kent, is trained as a site coordinator for
these asymptomatic testing programs and will be providing support to the schools. She discusses the
August 2020 surveys and urges the public to get their flu shot. She says they are working with the
County Public Health nurse partners to confirm a flu clinic date for town staff. She announces health
agent Ms. Rowell will be supporting a County wide regional flu clinic on 9/26 from 8 a.m. – 12 p.m.
at the Barnstable County Complex and Provincetown residents are welcome to attend. She discusses
the Park’s Planning and the grant fund from the Cape Cod Commission to support the parks plan for
the town. She updates the board on the work that this group is accomplishing and adds Russell
Lopez, a local professor with a master’s degree in planning and a PhD in environmental health has
donated his time to assist in running the parks planning exercise.
Dr. Cozzi questions if it is too early to get a flu shot. Dr. Troyan mentions she recently spoke to a
primary care practitioner who she trusts, and says if you get the shot towards the end of September,
you should be fine.
c. 2021 Schedule

Board of Health
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Mr. Katsurinis asks the board if they have any concerns with the drafted schedule.
Hearing none, the schedule is confirmed.
IV. Any Other Business That Shall Properly Come Before The Board (Votes may be taken)
(None)
V. Approval of Minutes (Votes may be taken)
Motion: to approve the minutes from July 16, 2020 and August 3, 2020.
Hearing no objections, the minutes are approved.
VI. Health Department Report (Votes may be taken)
Discussion: Ms. Rowell reports that nearly 100% of the food service establishments that have been
open have been inspected. She discusses the new online portal for permitting and licensing through
the new platform and briefly discusses how to navigate it. Ms. Rowell says she is migrating the
health licensee information from the old software to prepare for 2021 renewals in the new portal.
She outlines the work that Aaron Hobart, the Code Compliance Officer is doing. She reports his
observations from the summer; lines at restaurants continue to be an unsolvable problem and the
overcrowding in retail stores and take-out in August and early September. In addition, she tells the
board that pools are beginning to close. Lastly, Ms. Rowell reports that Mr. Hobart feels businesses
were responsive this summer to warnings and discussions about mask wearing and did not receive
much push back. She declares the health department is working with the business community to
keep not only the public safe but their employees as well.
VII. Board Members’ Statements (Votes may be taken)
Mr. Hartley states that he felt supported by the town with his business and says he knows other
businesses that feel the same. He thanks the town for doing a great job.
Ms. Rowell extends her appreciation to Amy White, the minute taker for capturing the essence of
the virtual meetings during this time.
Mr. Katsurinis agrees and appreciates staying on top of the minutes.
Motion: to adjourn
Motion: Dr. Elise Cozzi

Seconded: Dr. Susan Troyan

Hearing no objection, the Board of Health adjourns at 5:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Amy White
Approved by ___________________________ on ____________________, 2020
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Health Department
Report
Lezli Rowell, Health Agent

Town of Provincetown
260 Commercial Street
Provincetown, MA 02657
Board of Health Meeting Date:

Board of Health
Telephone (508) 487‐7020
Fax (508) 487‐7040
November 19, 2020

Health Department Report: Lezli Rowell, Health Agent
MA DEP public water supply sanitary survey report (PWS ID# 4242000, attached exactly as received) finds
that the Provincetown Water Department rates ‘adequate capacity’ demonstrating effective financial,
managerial and technical controls. Active types of treatment for identified targets are listed and it is noted
that a system‐wide cross connection survey is currently underway.
The Massachusetts Health Officers Association has sent a link to the state report on the COVID‐19 vaccination
plan; see https://www.mass.gov/info‐details/preparing‐for‐a‐covid‐19‐vaccine. As the CDC continues to
update the “playbook” with new information, the MA plan will be updated accordingly, culminating in a final
detailed implementation plan once a COVID‐19 vaccine becomes available.
Licensing and Inspections update: 59 “Full Service” food service and 40 “Limited Facility” establishments
operated in 2020, for a total 99 restaurants open under COVID Re‐Opening Safety Standards. 10 “Full Service”
and 5 “Limited Facility” food service establishment (FSE) licensees did not open/operate in 2020 due to COVID.
100% of the open FSEs had 1st routine inspections performed this season. Conducting 2nd routine inspections
was not prioritized in 2020 due in part to late openings for the establishment awaiting the State’s Re‐Opening
plans under COVID orders and Health Department shift to supporting safety standards/complaints
enforcement. A representative sampling of about 14% of the FSEs had a 2nd routine inspection.
All semi‐public pools were delayed awaiting COVID Safety Standards but inspected for re‐opening when
requested. 2nd inspections were conducted at 15 of the 19 semi‐public pools. All semi‐public pool operators
provided updated VGB certification in 2020 (the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool & Spa Safety Act requiring that
all swimming pool or spa drain covers comply with entrapment protection standards), most with new drain
cover installations. Semi‐public hot‐tubs are not yet permitted under the State Re‐Opening orders as a Phase
4 sector.
Two body art establishments and 11 body art practitioners were licensed for 2020. Due to COVID, there were
no guest artist permits this year.
Thirteen vendors were licensed for the Farmer’s Market following MDAR COVID guidelines.

